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ABSIRACT

Audiovisual aids can be helpful in language learning
associated with education in a particular vocational f.ield, While
students in all fields must master- the grammar of a language, the
Vocabulary.-needed may vary .according to _the vocation a studenthas
chosen. Audiovisual .aids can help a .student preparing for a
.particular.occupation,Visual-aids can. illustrateenvironmentand.
sitlations ..for language use.lecordings -.of-people "on-he-job provide
examples of .dialectpronunciations

and..idiosyncratic pr-..so7called
.careless speedh. ThroUgh audiovisual ai.ds,-:the-student' Can. Obtain. a
'good ilea Of the linguiStic demands..of a-particular job or occupation
through glimpses of the work or activity to which -the language
relates, (Author/VM)
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Audio-Visual kids to the Learning of BPI for Vocationalamp__R
But first leaving vocational purposes aside for

v minutes, of what use are auditory and visualaids to the learning of foreign languages?
After all* they were taught and learnt beforeniost of the audio-vieual aids in the contemporary

meaning of the term, marketed their way onto the scene.There seems little doubt, however, that foreign
-language teaching and learning have in some ways andin some places benefited considerably from theirarrival, in spite of large-scale and. pitiful misuse,much of it associated with the view usually u.nexpres ed*that 'aids' can to some extent do the teacher's jobfor him.

This view is not of course wholly without
justeification* since often* for example* the teacher's
pronunciation of the foreign language* even when it isfairly good* can usefully be supplemented (to use a
euphemietic word) by the example tbat recorded nativeapeech of some type can provide, and can always be
supplemented where it is a matter of exposing thelearner - ao perhaps at advanced level - to examplee ofother types or varieties of speech. An auditory aid ofthis kind - whether a recording or a broadcast - helpsthe teacher to improve his own spoken oommand* if hemakes good use of the aid* 1i1.so replaces him to someextent in his model-providiug aspect. There there are noreasonably good Speakers of the language* the onlyuseful model will be that provided by aids. In such

circumstances* which are far from rare* the aidthe teacher's job for him* at leezt in so far as tjob consists of the provision of a spoken model.



Abuse lies in the excessicre or indiscriminate
use of aids, and what is excessive in one teach-
environment is not necessarily so in another. This
is particularly true of auditory aids. Where the
teacher's English is poor, it seems plain that the
provision of auditory aids can hardly be excessive,
t_ough it would be inappropriate if suited neither to
his own immediate needs nor to those of his class. On
the other hand, where a teacher's command o± ji-Inglish -
and, one must also add:, grasp Of effective teachln
procedures .7. have reached a certain level of competence,
there is a regrettable 1Mbalance if auditory azids take
up a lot of the time he might otherwise spend using the
foreign language maxamally and as an evident means of
communicat_lon with his class, andadjusting the use
minute by minute to the learners' xesponse and to what
happens during the lesson-period. 'Buell a teacher wou7d
wish to use auditory aids as a stimUlus or starting-point
for oral activity (or-at advanced level perhaps to
illustrate Other styles of speech), but otherwise mainly
outside the classroom time, as a means of recalling or
recapitulating mhat has been spoken there or as
means of enablino' pupils who have:been absent to catch up.
But alas, In very many places, the apparatus la
valuable that it aan only be handled under the
Instructor's eye, and there la no- aut-of-class-oppOrtunity
for learners to make Use of the recordings available.
The solution ia: a big school is to make the out-oft-olass
upervisiOn of the use of recordings the llbrarianAs,_

,businesat or to bring It within the purview of a
seMivoluntary English Club._ In a small school, there

one

is no solution unleas the teacher or somebody else is
to give extra time,.

Abuse:comes also .from lack:of _discrimination, from
mistaking theinatare--of the help which an auditory aid
an, provide. Th aid_ is not-simply the apparatus but



the apparatus and the material taken together; and
much of the existing recorded material was never
devised to encourage meaningful and communicative use
of the forein lansse.age, but only to facilitate the
repetition which Is essential to mastery of certain
phonological and grammatica3 features. I have in mind
the mass of pronunciation drills and structure drills
of various sorts. This kind, of aid eaters only for
the habit-forming azpect of foreign-language teaching.
To expect it to do more, and to help much with the
lanPuage-teacher/s central task - which is less to
give familiarfLty with the forms of the language than
to teach the .....earners in what circumstances to use the
forLas and with what effect - in other words, to teach
the art of eommunication in the particular language -
:Ls to expect from it something it cannot give; and
misuse of the aid is the inevitable consequenee. One
has therefore to ask of every aid 'What can it do,
where is its place, how much time - allowing for oth
things that have to be done - should it be given?

Fixcessive or undiscriminating use may also be made
of visual aids. Pictures can be helpful In language
teaching if they supply or suggest something - objects,
people, actions, events, situations - with which the
vocabulary and syntax can be associated, and associated
in such a way that the use and meaning of the item of

trying to teach a language as if it were a disembodied
thing not elosely connected with experience It is a
basic error to marshall and. present in the language
-lesson nolaing bu'is pieces of nguae, and not, some kind
of experience as well, not simply for the sake of variety

/and.



and interost but also to help forge the links between
exeerience and the linguistic forms, this being the
languaAl_.e-teacherts principal task. Pictures help to
supply that experience, and are of most value where
the objects, actkvities, and sitUationz they sham
cannot be found in the classroom. One cannot drive a
e'er there or climb a mountain or be chased by a bull.
Pictures - and here one includes simple chalkboard
sketches - bring In the outside world. It is
undiscriminating to use pictures of things and actions
which can be brought into or can take place ie the
classrooM the height of absurdity being reached when
a wall-picture of e, classroom is used in the Classroom
itself, thou-eh it is not necessarily inappropriate in
a reader which the pupils take home.
useif the visual aids, however good,

_there is excessive

are used so often
that Insufficient time is left for language-teaching
exploitation of the classroom itself. It is a kind
of stage or setting where much can take place, especiml3y
if miming and acting are included. Fortunately.this kind
of activity, which serves language-teaching well makea
strone appeal to children, and also to mazy adults,

especially if these have been brought up on
dramatisation wh n they were Children. Up_to a poin
e more things th re are in a 1 e-classroom the

better, but at least there he pupil's *and the desks
and chairs and the ehalichoard. and' it is wonderful how
much cam be done wi h no more elaborate resources: an

, .

array of prepositions,- a variety,o' tense.mses several
ways of comparison, and many otherh_parts of the-

language.can readily be broughl to life.



A full explorati n of the common abuses of aids
cannot be attempted here. Based on detailed
observation of what Is done with aids ln particular
circumstances, I suspect i4wouLa be a fascinating,
and also perhaps a dismally illuminating, study. I aa
not of course auggestin/v that aids are rarely well
used - on the contrary, I began by ss:ing that
languave-teaching has undoubtedly benefited from
their arrival. Nevertheless many of them languish in
solitary confinement, the penalty for going on strike.
I s-bozigly suspect that a world survey of school
apparatus would ev al that for long periods the
majority of tape recorders are ant of action and that
t any given moment there are fax more out of wprk

throUgh breakdown than healthily employed.
_tart of the trouble is-that,the langua.qe -teachers

have never adopted a reasonable attitude towards-the
technical wizards. -I have an Immense confidence in the
techrical wizardb nybelf, and believe them capable o-P
producing almost anything, so long as one care
explains what iS wnnted. They-go away and think and then
p odude the. technioal Maanse one saw this durilig the

.sAt var. Bnt the treuble -is that language-teachers
.

onct' 634ilain-what 'they want, because they:have nev r
ade.140.their=m1-nds4 Theylook at the apparatu s. uht

xists and-"a6k-I:Now can-146 Make the best:use of this

lanfmagea-teaching?' But much o th e apparatus (the

film-projector, the tape recorder$ the eramophone) has
been primarily developed for other purposes, and not
for the teaching of languages. We need to decide In
the light of what Is knovin about the nature Of
foreign-language learning and teaching, what the
tecirolcianm should be asked to The initlativ

ace, -



as far as apparatus is concerned, ha -o far come
mainly from the technical and sales sides and notmainly from the pd4gogioal

But this is pocisibly a digression. Having touchedone some of the abuses, let us now pass on to look atthe credit side. Ieziguages werte, lettraig before someLJP-of the aids had--,oeen hoard offp txut in several waysaide can be helpful. In what ways?
Some of the answer has already be n given in thecourse of complaint. Auditory aids can supply amodel of speech - and speech includes grammatiealas well as phonological features - which influences

both the teacher and the pupils. The situational
factor need not be wholly missing. I have in mind notonly short examples but also long stretches of
spoken language, the cirammstances and occasion ovhich can be suggested by sound effects (tral_
birdsong, church bells, machinery, knocking at a,door), by the words themselveS ( 'Here we are Now,dlyou see, that little green door on the ltlft? orby_ what the listener is told about the situat:Lon
beforehand ( 'This is a quarrel between several peoabout their places in a queue') or ,afterwaxds ( !You vebeen listening to a discUssion between Two deor.salesMen abbut _the rid ,people they me.;

an- auditory; aid -ca-a _supply ,much; more::than
tatiOni it can -supply :an, enVironnient

wh...tch .the learner is- caught "II 40eS
. .

,Ple: when,- the -redorded material, stops __to cnL
.estion him, as sOme of' the BBC language- -achingdo- This, at least helps to prevent .him from

.

r doing inc thing but follow the

narratiVe.;..



narrative thread. This aect of the use of
auditory aids needs to be Aeveloped through further
experiment. An extra:re example is the short film
the sound track of which has been 'turned off',
leaving the language-learner to supply-or re-supply
dialogue or comment as the silent but visibl
action unfold's. A less ext eme example would be a
oharacter, seen or unseen, who supplies only one
side of a conversation, possibly a series of
denials or contradictions, leaving the learner free
to invent provocative statements; or it might
perhaps be easier the other way round.

Recordings made at widely 6paced intervals may
also reflect some aspects of a student's language
learning progres Furthermore* the tape recorder

offers a means of refloc tin(7 the learners .forts*
whether at dlaloque peakxn dramavmsatxOn
something else, back at him,
stimulus. And all the audito
gramophone, radio) can offer
eacher's familiar voice.

and this is itself a
y aids (tape recorder,
other voices than the

VisuaL aids (chalkboard sketches, the wall sheet,
pi tures in books, pictures, the moving flannelb.ard
picture) and audio visual aids (the filmstrip*, Wi
tape accompaniment, the film, the TV) are' capable
of providing a broader range of.situations than can be
found or contrived In the classroom itself. They
are ene'essential means of ensuring that the
langUaAPe is not presented.and prqctised as a
,disembodied thIngv-cut off from what it refers to.
-They cans, of coursev take um much further,_ bY-giving
an impression of a whole range of settings where
Enplish is sooken as a native language. Auditory

/aids".



aids alone can contribute here, but not so much.
1.inally any interestinm picture can be a
starting-Point for the uze of lang-_age, a stimulus,
a source of ideas and feelin.ms which struggle to
be expressed. fleving pictuxes have the greatest
capacity for involvement, for drawing the viewer in.
often wish that films shown in the classroom could

be stop-pod now and then, at the teacher's will, so
that for a few minutes an Interesting part could
be 'frozen's,. as in the fade-out of Match of the Week
the BBC! sports programme: to..be able to 'freeze'

a:-the pictare and then re-animate ould bring the whole
situa 'on much more e.cfectively under the
language -eacher's control and heighten the value
of the picture as an aid to language-learn:LT-lg.

As for the teaching of English for vocational
purposes (the English of the engineering workP401),
the hospital ward, the physics laboratory,. the *bank,the law court, the department store, the garage, the
ix-In foundry), what are the purposes. and who are
the students to bear in mind. P31-'stly, let us not
aSSUMB that vocational English. Is of no concern to
the beginner. 1f-the adult etu4ent of mining or
medicx_e, of nursing or agritralture decides th
he or She wishes to learn.English for vocational use

ne,.. we canflot reaSonably lay down.that the. English
of the vocation should 'be excluded from the
earliost lessons. It_may be that the differencos
between-the sh -Of chemistry andi-p es* gr.

.biology_and'agriaalture' or of business procedure
acooimtanoy have times been exaggerated: but_ that
is another point. It may ...further be tme that the

/vocational...



vocational language ecial words and phrases,
more favoured synta;x
addition to the common core of which evorybody
whatever his eventual, fate and specialisation, needs
to become possessed: that again is a different point.
Faced with adult beginners whose interest in a
particular vocation is keen, and whose wisl to
learn a foreign lavcrdage arises wholly out of that
interest, is it not reasonable, and perhaps necessary
to colour even the most elementary sta...r7es of the

s best acquired as an

l,lguage course wa.t1i the content
vocabulary of the vocation these
their minds? In tbeear1ysta.
is a matter of vocational lexi

and therefore the
students have on

would think, it
e than

vocational grammar, unle's one adopt the phras book-.
-makc3r' aproaeh of plungin,,,, the studentinto a
hotch-potch) of 'el/rases and sentences he will need
to understand and use, Jcelying upon his ability to
memorise them id to produce theM, as Vaviov'svdogs
prOduced saliva, whe:leve

whaiver. the
Is a body of grammar
communi ation has to beis to be varied, just
be seen young and old
part of the world and
part f the' world.

r 'the occasion
or Specialised

se of which in
d by all; the vocab

somewhat as
or learners in one

rnere in a very different

mas

ar.

-arners

A teabhin situation_ in w7:11. h the young
have little' or no idea the use they Wil.1 innic
the' foreign language r leav chooI s probably

.

much commoner-. The tea6liers themsolv ma som
knowledge o propertiOn of their school lea:trews
who take up oconpation or that: what_i3i.pportion

_

-=';"



wtll need Enolish to work in travel
aircraft, in hospitals and laboratori
But this will be a matter of
will not tell them what Han
want to do. 'Everybody has the right to a basic
educationt* I will not elaborate this princtple here,

cies on

and so on.

nd

will

no doubt deserves to be elaborated, but say
ely that I fully accept it, and must add: 'Why
ude from the basic curriculum a foreigi ansra

ais foreign-language will be non-vocatio
do not know what the r vocation o

or _whether they will need a _ore
for it, or which of the language

,nversation, readin e c will need mo

the pup/-

they do. The only reasonab
to give such learners
serve as a faandation

vocatipl l. bias the

ins, therefor p is

d basic courses whicn
- 1

ecialised courses with
wish to undertake in later

years, either aft r or shortly b fore they leave
schooll

thermore e-are the very lax-go numbers og
adults ,who,pursUe the learning of a foreigt. language

_

0111 elementary to advanced, for
asons or for the sake Of interes

or not p ily for ile sake,soi vocational,

e _ Among., them_ nO doubt are dabblers and
is although by and lar e there seems no

at VP,Ti011p

so called cultura
, I

nnd not,.
advan
dilett

regarding em wi peat than
age studies are vocational. The crude

widespread, that vocational
ome way superior to non-vocationa
e deserving of finen

or a idely,no

wiU



Given a long pertod of fo
ng durim-r

the att ainmenk, of a fairly advanced standard,
study of the language loa. vocavional ends. willrk,concentrate on lexis. If the study is shaky on theuse of syntax particularly important in writingson the subject concerned., additional or remedial workwill be needed there; but the technical words rd
exp essions peculiar to the specialisation will forri

bulk of the additional language material to be
These cannot

chool years, for

stored., understood and absorbed
ept through an understanding oz the

in rhich they are embedded, and. the larks-uarze t
unless himsel_ expert in'.the specialisation, will n
be well .q4

It .. may be:- 1-hat'
the -vocation?,l- terms are

their use
anguage equivalent

to be 4ound in good bilingual
technical _dictionaries. Undoubtedly, however, the
best Nay of ac4uiring'theistake up appropriate
enmloyment in the coun in stion. This is wh
many bank clerks do whose firms have branches inBritain and similar opportunities -are open, on afairly l r e scale in other branches of commerce, aswell as in aursing and. medicine.

bviouzly it is not open to everybod.y to
Quire specialised vocational language in this

teal way; but auditory and Vim].à1 aids cane extent act as a substitute by
were-, inside the ocCupation. .Films and still picturesshoWing at 03.058 quarterii the-detail of the work and of

ooethseS arc one me'azaS to this end. Here the
aS -enerally_ in, language-teaching, showbnt and sitUatitins for -language use..

opriate commentary may be1 available on tape



tape can offer very much more if recordings of
those 'on the job' are obtainable. Thus a craftsman
can be heard (and seen too, perhaps) explaining his
techniques and materials, an inventor or a
machine-minder his machine, a mechanic one or two of
his repair jobs, a dentist one or two of his reloair
jobs: aad all tilis not for general interest or the
enlightenment of the non-specialist but for the interest
and benefit, and especially for the linguistic benefit,
of the fellow-specialist speaking a different mother
tongue. It is not, of course, wholly a lexical matter
nce those concerned will not always be speakers of

R.P, but will use the sounds and prosodic features o:e
while even R.4?-speakers may not speak

and clarity to which the foreign learner
Again, here is something - namely,

ure to dialect pronunciations and to idiosyncratic
or so-called careless speech - which normally belon
to n advanced stage of language-stady. None the
less the relative beginner, if faced with the
immediate prospect of vocational work among native
speakers of the langnage in a particular place, could
be in dire need ol familiarity with the style of
pronunciation customary there. One remembers the
Italian coalminers of twenty years ago, who found that
few people In their Immediate Yorkshire environment
spoke the approximate R.P. which they had been taught
not that R.P. was useless to them, The European
CO(flOU1P Community in its social aspects is

up similar problems
The nossIoilities I have touched on, In referring

other diale
wit'n the

is

ex-Do

the ways in which audio-visual aids can promote the
ring of a f reign language for vocational purposes

are forms of 2i4 help to the learner. Pictures and

recordings...
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recordings, if they are numerous and apt enough,
can obviously help to give him a good idea of the
linguistic demands of a particular job or occupation
and the information is supplied, not out of context
and in a relatively boring manner, bute-e-ibwreiey- c.10Ohle4e,associattekwith -eterA:feeree'of the work or activity
to which the langueeee relates. But one has in mind here not
only the non-native language-learner who is going to
vork alongside users of the lmeguage, as a French
bank-clerk works in an English bank or a German, nurse
in an English howeital, but also of course - and
principally - those who need to discuss their
specialisation with othere or to attend conferences
(using -Znglish perhaps as a lingua franca)) or simply
to read speciali ed literature in English; for these
too need the liveliest possible perception of the
meaning of the special langaage in relation to the
concepte ii.nd activities of their special field.
Audio-vi ual aids can help to give the necessary depth.

Apart from the direct help, what about indirect?
Thio is help offered to the teacher and textbook-writer
and possibly to the advanced self-taught student. As
far as the spoken form of language is concerned,
large-scale and systematic observation and analysis
depend on recording-devices. The tape-recorder is the
handmaid of the lexical and syntactic speech
frequency-count. What Irmrds, what structures, are of
igh occurrence in conversations and conferences on

zoology, as distinct from those of hieh occurren e in
zeolo,,ical textbooks? What is the English of law courts
_or the benefit of the law student from overseas) as

compared with the English of books on law? Is medicine
discussed in speech as it is in print? And so on.
There is endless soope here for research with a
practical application, and the help of recording

apparatus...

13



apparatus is reauired to , ve it a firm basis.
Results of this researah can be used in the wri ing
of textbooks and in the construction of other
teaching aids such as tape-recordings themselves.

7,ven if in many places audio-visual aids .are
AD° honoured in the abuse than in the use, there
can be little ddUbt of their value to
the foreignlanguage teacher, including the teacher
of Bnglish for vocational purposes whether they
lelp to provide a model, a stimulus or an
envirqnmint. They should be imaginatively developed
in the aervice of vocational language-teachino.

-


